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The Object, the Archive and the
Origins of Neue Sachlichkeit

Photography

Pepper Stetler

This essay argues that the photographic style known asNeue Sachlichkeit was in part
a product of the educational ambitions of photographic archives in early twentieth-
century Germany. While these archives first developed this approach to photogra-
phy as a tool for visual investigation and analysis,Neue Sachlichkeit photography has
since been separated from its pragmatic origins. The essay connects the dramatic
close-ups and uncommon viewing angles found in these archives to Neue
Sachlichkeit photography, thus contributing to recent reconsiderations of the
boundaries between photographic document and artistic style.

Keywords: Neue Sachlichkeit,Deutsche Werkbund, Albert Renger-Patzsch (1897–1966),

Marburg, style, archive

Most often translated as ‘New Objectivity’, ‘New Sobriety’ or ‘New Matter-of-

Factness’,Neue Sachlichkeit promised a turn away from the soft focus of pictorialism

and an alternative to experiments in visual distortion. In an essay published in Die

Form in 1929, the critic Wilhelm Lotz observed that a growing number of

photographers:

want only to capture the object well and objectively [sachlich]. Certainly an
important and noble purpose of photography is to show its viewers the object. It
has become for us today an indispensable aid for the introduction and arrange-
ment of visible facts. It shows us distant lands, other types of people, new
buildings, and satisfies our search for knowledge.1

Lotz praises the work of Albert Renger-Patzsch, who ‘does not build his object, he does

not construct a photo. He presents the world and nature through their noticeable

appearance’.2 According to Lotz, Renger focuses on the object and reveals its defining

formal features. ‘No photographer has been more successful than Renger at capturing

the spatially lively interior of a gothic church or the free curve of a baroque staircase’.3

Renger not only depicts the object clearly and objectively, he uncovers its defining

formal features by emphasising its basic structure and eliminating idiosyncrasies and

distractions. While isolating the trademarks of a period style – the gothic interior or

baroque curve, for example – this approach also demonstrates a suitably modern way

of seeing. ‘Renger’s photographs teach us an entirely new way to see’, Lotz writes:

We learn to see the thing, so to speak, as it corresponds to our times. The
liveliness of space in his photographs, the powerful dimensionality of form is
something still unfamiliar to us. But slowly, yet more and more powerfully, our
senses grasp it.4

1 –Wilhelm Lotz, ‘Fotografie und Objekt: zu

den Fotos von Renger-Patzsch’, Die Form,

4:7 (1929), 163–4. Unless otherwise noted,

all translations are mine.

2 – Ibid., 166.

3 – Ibid.

4 – Ibid., 167.
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By emphasising the cognitive potential of Renger’s photographs, Lotz describes them

as a way to train viewers to see what remains hidden to the naked eye.

Lotz also mentions academia, the field of art history in particular, as a context in

which sachlich photography was proving to be an important tool. ‘The members of

the Marburg seminar are also good interpreters of the sensory liveliness of the world

of art historical forms’.5 Lotz refers here to the photographic archive of the

University of Marburg founded in 1913 by Richard Hamann, professor of art history.

As in his discussion of Renger’s photographs, Lotz emphasises the visual practices

facilitated by this archive. ‘The photograph gives the scholar the possibility to employ

comparisons’, Lotz writes, ‘and it often shows him the objective thing that he cannot

see with his own eyes. One could recall the extraordinary photographs taken by the

art history seminar in Marburg’.6 In a review of the landmark Film und Foto

exhibition of 1929, Lotz takes the opportunity to mention the photographs of the

Marburg seminar again, this time drawing attention to their unfortunate absence

from an exhibition devoted to modern approaches to the medium:

It is perhaps regrettable that Renger-Patzsch is so poorly represented and that
none of his splendid photos of plants are exhibited. It is also regrettable that the
art history seminar in Marburg is not seen, whose organizational and photo-
graphic accomplishments should have earned them a place in the exhibition.7

By 1929, Renger’s work was widely associated with Neue Sachlichkeit photo-

graphy. But this term never appears in Lotz’s essays. Instead, he describes the

photographs of Renger and the Marburg archive as sachlich and considers their

function as tools for the improvement of vision. Lotz’s semantic choice suggests a

distinction between sachlich and Neue Sachlichkeit photography, functioning docu-

ment and photographic style. And yet, the two terms were often used to describe the

same type of photograph. In what follows, I explore the historical relationship

between what Lotz describes as sachlich photography and the development of its

stylistic counterpart,Neue Sachlichkeit. This approach diverges from recent attempts

to explain why the term Neue Sachlichkeit was applied to a certain type of photo-

graph.While my argument concurs with Olivier Lugon’s claim thatNeue Sachlichkeit

photography should be distinguished from the ‘documentary style’ developing

concurrently in the United States by Walker Evans, it offers alternative criteria

through which this distinction can be made.8 Neue Sachlichkeit developed from

particular archives that attempted to educate their viewers and provide a form of

visual enrichment through photographic imagery. By tracing the origins of Neue

Sachlichkeit to certain archives, I suggest that this photographic style did not arise

initially as an artistic movement. That Neue Sachlichkeit photography developed in a

pragmatic context might seem unlikely given its recognition today as a modernist

style. But recent efforts to reunite the once polarised terms ‘document’ and ‘style’

suggest that we should consider the compositional features that photographic

archives might generate.9 The Marburg photographic archive is recognised as a

significant contribution to the study of art history.10 However, Lotz’s comments

suggest that this archive also played a role in the establishment ofNeue Sachlichkeit as

a photographic style. Scholars have rarely considered connections between Neue

Sachlichkeit photography and the Marburg archive because of their discursive differ-

ences.11 The former is a modern style of art photography, while the latter is a

collection of art historical documents. However, this characterisation dismisses

their shared motives in presenting a new way of seeing. The Marburg archive uses

photography to offer an empirical study of works of art in ways that the eye alone

cannot, just as the development of Neue Sachlichkeit promotes a new cognitive

perception of objects, this time wrought in an artistic form. By situating the origins

of Neue Sachlichkeit photography in archives, I attempt to reframe our understand-

ing of this modern style as a method of visual inquiry that complicates distinctions

between avant-garde photography and art historical document.

5 – Ibid., 166.

6 – Ibid., 164.

7 –Wilhelm Lotz, ‘Film und Foto’,Die Form,

4:11 (1929), 279.

8 – Olivier Lugon, Le style documentaire

d’August Sander à Walker Evans, 1920–1945,

Paris: Macula 2001. See also Wolfgang

Brückle, ‘On Documentary Style: ‘‘Anti-

Graphic Photography’’ between the Wars’,

History of Photography, 30:1 (2006), 68–79.

9 – See Robin Kelsey, Archive Style:

Photographs and Illustrations for U.S. Surveys,

1850–1890, Berkeley: University of

California Press 2007.

10 – The definitive study of the Marburg

photographic archive is Angela Matyssek,

Kunstgeschichte als fotografische Praxis:

Richard Hamann und Foto Marburg, Berlin:

Gebr. Mann Verlag 2009. My understanding

of the Marburg archive is indebted to

Matyssek’s insightful research. However,

Matyssek distinguishes the Marburg archive

from the ‘artistic ambitions’ of Renger and

thus reinforces scholarly distinctions

between photographic archives and artistic

style. See also Angela Matyssek, ‘Grenzen des

fotografischen Dokuments? Die Fotografien

der Deutschen Dome’, in Visualisierung und

Imagination: materielle Relikte des

Mittelalters in bildlichen Darstellungen der

Neuzeit und Moderne, Göttingen: Wallstein

Verlag 2006, 597–643.

11 – An exception is Matyssek,

Kunstgeschichte als fotografische Praxis, 267–

81. Elsewhere, Matyssek argues that an

‘aesthetic of Sachlichkeit’ develops as a way to

compensate for photography’s inadequacies

as a form of art historical evidence. However,

she does not connect this aesthetic to the

Neue Sachlichkeit style of modern

photography practiced by Renger and others.

See Angela Matyssek, ‘Fotografieren ist

Sehen: Kunsthistorische Forschung und

Bildpraxis bei Richard Hamann und Foto

Marburg’, Fotogeschichte, 25:97 (2005), 69–

79. For a discussion ofMarburg photographs

in the context of avant-garde portraiture, see

Wolfgang Brückle, ‘Wege zum Volksgesicht:

Imagebildung für das Kollektiv im

fotografischen Portrait des

Nachexpressionismus’, in Bildnis und Image:

Das Porträt zwischen Intention und Rezeption,

Cologne: Böhlau Verlag 1998, 285–308.
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The Marburg Archive

The visual practice that Lotz describes as dependent on the photographic medium

was not entirely new. It derived from the art historical study of style.12 The practice of

classifying works of art through the close visual analysis of likeness and difference was

fundamental to the study of the history of art by the early twentieth century.13 As a

student of the art historian Heinrich Wölfflin, Richard Hamann was trained in this

methodological approach. Hamann and his colleagues at Marburg used photographs

to establish common formal features among a group of monuments and enhance

their study of artistic style. A report on the photographic department published in

theMarburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft in 1924 explains photography’s role in

determining style:

The difficulty of the study of style exists because, more often than is generally
assumed, the material remains hidden to our eyes because of great height or
wide distances. Vast darkness or false lighting also withholds objects from our
precise understanding. On the other hand, it cannot be denied that our memory
abandons us when we try to express something valid about monuments we have
seen at various times and in widely separated places. It becomes possible to
confront the object, to recognize or deny existing connections as such and to
determine the degree of kinship. [. . .] The photographic department has taken
up the task of creating photographic images that produce, through detailed
views of the most variety, precise control over the inventory of monuments.14

Through the visual examination of works of art and architecture, Hamann and his

seminar were searching for underlying traits that unite a period or culture. The

formal evidence of these traits is not immediately apparent to the untrained eye, and

photography is praised as revealing ‘degrees of kinship’ that have gone unnoticed.

According to the report, photographic reproductions isolate works of art from the

‘false’ visual influences of their surroundings, allowing the scholar to have ‘precise

control’ over the object of study. In the photographic archive, comparisons of works

of art in distant places no longer depend on the scholar’s memory. Poor lighting and

other inconveniences of experiencing the object in situ no longer hinder visual

analysis. While context obscures the appearance of formal affinities, photography

provides a more direct confrontation by isolating the object from distractions. The

photograph enhances the scholar’s ability to see the defining forms of an object. In

this way, the Marburg archive claims to provide an opportunity for the controlled

study of the diagnostic features of a unifying style.

Students of the art history seminar at the University of Marburg took photo-

graphs in order to build the seminar’s photographic archive, which was used for

study, publication and pedagogical purposes. Although the Marburg photographic

archive was meant to facilitate the study of style, this did not eliminate an interest in

photographic composition. Rather, the study of style demanded a new approach to

the object. With dramatic close-ups and uncommon viewing angles, the Marburg

archive departed from the method of photographing works of art established by

Hamann’s mentor. In a two-part essay entitled ‘How Sculpture should be

Photographed’, HeinrichWölfflin asserted that photography should strive to capture

the Hauptansicht, or primary viewpoint, thereby capturing a sense of the totality of

the sculpture and ‘complying with the conception of the artist’.15 Although photo-

graphy is not able to show all sides of a sculpture, they can be inferred from the

‘correct’ point of view. In contrast, Hamann and the art history seminar at Marburg

saw photography’s ability to isolate details and represent a work of art from uncon-

ventional angles as an important component of the study of style.16 Bernhard von

Tieschowitz, scholar of medieval architecture and lecturer of academic photography

at Marburg, discusses the medium’s service to art historical research:

Photography has opened up unexpected possibilities for the researcher. [. . .]
Many times photography acts as a discoverer by releasing parts or whole objects
from their connections. The peculiarity and beauty of structural forms,

12 – On the concept of style and its

significance as a method of art history, see

Irene J. Winter, ‘The Affective Properties of

Styles: An Inquiry into Analytical Process

and the Inscription of Meaning in Art

History’, in Picturing Science, Producing Art,

New York: Routledge 1998, 55–77; and

Willibald Sauerländer, ‘From Stilus to Style:

Reflections on the Fate of a Notion’, Art

History, 6:3 (1983), 253–70.

13 – See Jas Elsner, ‘Style’, in Critical Terms

for Art History, 2nd edn, Chicago: University

of Chicago Press 2003, 98–109.

14 – Boymann, ‘Bericht der

photographischen Abteilung’, Marburger

Jahrbuch für Kunstwisenschaft, 1 (1924),

273–5.

15 – Henrich Wölfflin, ‘Wie man Skulpturen

aufnehmen soll: Teil 1’, Zeitschrift für

bildende Kunst, 7 (1896), 224–8; and Henrich

Wölfflin, ‘Wie man Skulpturen aufnehmen

soll: Teil 2’, Zeitschrift für bildende Kunst, 8

(1897), 294–7. I thank Per Rumberg for

drawing my attention to these essays.

16 – On the history of photography’s service

to art historical research, see Heinrich Dilly,

‘Das Auge der Kamera und der

kunsthistorische Blick’, Marburger Jahrbuch

für Kunstwissenschaft, 20 (1981), 81–9.
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architectural ornament, and sections of paintings are first made known through
their isolation in photographs.17

According to Tieschowitz, Marburg’s photographs are objective documents because

of their difference from conventional ways of viewing.18 Photographs were expected

to domore than capture objects of study as they appeared to a viewer standing before

a work of art. These new perspectives ensure their status as useful documents. But

their validity is also guaranteed by their connection to the expert eye of the art

historian. Rather than recreating the space of sculpture and architecture, the

Marburg photographer-scholar captured views with the goals of stylistic analysis in

mind. Yet the features of Marburg’s photographs that establish them as effective

tools of art historical study – cropping, isolation, fragmentation, close proximity to

the object – are also part of a deliberate approach to composition.

Although the seminar’s research and photographic collection initially focused

on the monuments of Marburg and the region of Hessen, they soon expanded to

include ‘comparative material from all of Germany’.19 By 1924 the archive consisted

of sixteen thousand negatives of works of art and architecture. The Marburg archive

aimed to reproduce a work of art through the accumulation of a large quantity of

details. A photograph’s ability to serve as a tool of stylistic analysis depended on its

comparison with other images. The more views, the more ways of encountering the

subject, the better the object was known.20 Involving both collection and isolation,

this method of analysis breaks the object down into a series of photographs and

allows the art historian to reconfigure it in interpretive ways. Photographic publica-

tions by the Marburg Press facilitate this process of visual inquiry and discovery.

Published in 1926, Die Holztür der Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol features the

carved wooden doors of the Romanesque church of St Maria in Capitol in Cologne

and consists of forty-five photographic plates accompanied by a commentary. In the

text, Hamann states:

the inconvenient lighting of the entrance hall where the doors of St Maria in
Capitol are located makes photographing the individual sections of the door
one of the most difficult tasks imaginable. In order to satisfy demands for
legibility, many sections are presented in two images under different lighting.21

Most of the accompanying text provides a scholarly interpretation of the style of the

church’s doors. But Hamann also draws the reader’s attention to the formal com-

position of the photographs. Through deliberate cropping, lighting, and points of

view, the photographs are able to ‘correct’ the inconveniences of context.

The first and last plates in the series show the doors in their entirety. The two

photographs appear almost identical, but the accompanying text tells us that the last

plate shows a plaster cast of the doors made fifteen years earlier, reminding us of how

they looked before the doors were severely damaged. The photographs therefore can

be used to evaluate the changing condition of the doors over time. But these two

comprehensive views also bookend the exhaustive photographic inventory of the

carved wooden sections that stands in between. Emphasising the variety of details

and viewing angles, the book reorganises the door’s sculpted panels into a series of

photographs. The plates are numbered logically, progressing from the top to the

bottom panels of the left door and then from top to bottom on the right. Multiple

views of the same carved scene encourage the viewer to study the panels formally,

paying attention to shape and pattern. Plates nine and ten show the section illustrat-

ing the flight from Egypt with and without its ornamental, interlacing frame. Plate

seventeen displays a carved panel of the presentation and baptism of Christ (figure 1).

Plates eighteen and nineteen split the panel in two, showing us first a closer view of the

presentation scene, followed by a detail of the baptism (figures 2, 3). Plate twenty

presents two different views of the same panel from oblique angles, showcasing the

carved relief of the figures. The plates were published unbound and could therefore

be rearranged by scholars in order to consider a variety of comparisons and connec-

tions. In this way, the photographic series denies the existence of an ideal point of

17 – Bernhard von Tieschowitz, ‘Die

Photographie im Dienste der

kunstgeschichtlichen Forschung’, in

Festschrift Richard Hamman zum sechzigsten

Geburtstage 29. May 1939, Burg: August

Hopfer Verlag 1939, 151–62.

18 – In this way, the Marburg archive relates

to what Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison

have described as a mistrust of the human

eye that begins in the late nineteenth century.

The mechanical eye is considered more

truthful. See Lorraine Daston and Peter

Galison, ‘The Image of Objectivity’,

Representations, 40 (Autumn 1992), 81–128.

19 – Boymann, ‘Bericht der

photographischen Abteilung’, 274.

20 – On this aspect of photographic archives,

see Kelley Wilder, ‘Looking through

Photographs: Art, Archiving, and

Photography in the Photothek’, in Fotografie

als Instrument und Medium der

Kunstgeschichte, Berlin: Deutscher

Kunstverlag 2009, 117–27.

21 – Richard Hamann, Die Holztür der

Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

der Universität Marburg 1926, 6.
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Figure 1. Plate seventeen, Die Holztür der

Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

1926. # Bildarchiv Foto Marburg.

Figure 2. Plate eighteen, Die Holztür der

Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

1926. # Bildarchiv Foto Marburg.

Figure 3. Plate nineteen, Die Holztür der

Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

1926. # Bildarchiv Foto Marburg.
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view from which the doors can be studied. Instead, our understanding of the art

object changes, builds, and shifts from plate to plate. This presentation suggests that

multiple photographs are necessary in order for sufficient knowledge about an object

to be obtained. The Marburg archive thereby encourages its users not to choose one

way of seeing, but to compare and synthesise with other perspectives and other views.

Looking at the plates facilitates the process of obtaining visual knowledge by noticing

what can be seen in one plate that is not apparent in another. Each photograph of

sculptural detail thus assumes its position within a larger accumulation of images.

Rather than conveying a holistic representation of a work of art, the detail functions

as part of a collection.

Die Holztür der Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol was meant for scholars. The

unbound plates could be displayed in seminar discussions or public lectures. But

Hamann and the Marburg archive also felt a responsibility to distribute their images

to a more general audience:

An archive of this extent also has significance for a wide public and the Marburg
study group has recognized its duty here and taken on the challenge. The
publishing house of the art history seminar is an opportunity to collect the
most valuable photographs from various points of view and communicate
through inexpensive publications.22

Hamann and the Marburg Press sought to introduce a larger audience to important

works of art and architecture. Through a series of photographic details, these books

also guide viewers through a way of seeing based on the analysis of style. Starting in

1922, Marburg published books that consisted almost entirely of images from the

photographic archive. The title page of each volume includes a brief statement by

Hamann that explains the impetus for their publication:

With this volume we continue a series of books in which our study group in
Marburg hopes to make a gift to the German people of a selection of the best
from our private artistic circle. With few words, speaking in images through
selection and arrangement, these published works should give joy to the inex-
perienced and also offer something for the knowledge of the experienced.23

In his preface, Hamann emphasises the compositional conventions of the photo-

graphs, including their ‘selection and arrangement’ as a series. As in the preface to

Die Holztür der Pfarrkirche zu St. Maria im Kapitol, Hamann’s text provides direc-

tions as to how to study the photographs. Not only did Hamann intend to educate

his audience by exposing them to great works of art, the photographic sequence in

these books also makes the skilled eye of the photographer-scholar accessible to the

untrained viewer. While the focus on detail and the isolation of those details from a

surrounding context is why they are considered sound visual evidence of style,

Hamann’s text also inscribes the photographs with pictorial convention and com-

positional choice. The photographs are defined as different from what is seen with

the naked eye. This difference marks them as products of aesthetic decision.

In the Marburg archive and their publications, photographic composition is an

intentionally deployed strategy that attempts to meet scholarly ends. Marburg’s

photographs aim to demonstrate the richness of the visual realm and instruct the

viewer in the skills needed for its appreciation. By ‘speaking in images through

selection and arrangement’, they present photographs as a way of seeing, a form of

visual training that could be as useful for the modern public as for art historians. This

visual practice, I believe, is what Lotz meant when he described how photographs

from theMarburg archive allow scholars to ‘employ comparisons’. By using the term

sachlich, Lotz draws attention to the compositional features of Marburg’s photo-

graphic approach – the isolation of the work of art from distracting context and

focused attention to formal features. He refers to the visual practice involved in the

determination of style.

22 – Boymann, ‘Berticht der

photographischen Abteilung’, 274.

23 – Richard Hamann, Deutsche Köpfe des

Mittelalters: Auswahl nach Aufnahmen des

kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

1922.
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Albert Renger-Patzsch and the Auriga Archive

A comparison between two photographs illustrates the formal affinities that link the

Marburg archive to the development of Neue Sachlichkeit photography. The first is a

photograph taken from a book-length study of the choir stall of the Cologne

Cathedral (figure 4). Published in 1930 by the Marburg Press, Das Chorgestühl des

Kölner Domes consists of a forty-eight-page essay on the choir stall, followed by

ninety-seven pages of photographs of their carved wooden ornament. A brief note at

the beginning of the book states that the photographs are part of the archive of the

Marburg art history seminar. As a lecturer in academic photography and scholar of

medieval architecture, Tieschowitz wrote the book’s essay and arranged the accom-

panying photographic sequence. The photograph shows one of the many intricately

carved notches that ornament the choir stalls. Most other images in the book focus

on similar details. In this way, the book parses up its object of study, the choir stalls,

into a series of photographic fragments.

The second photograph comes fromDas Chorgestühl von Kappenberg, a book by

Albert Renger-Patzsch published in 1925 by the Auriga Press (figure 5). The sequence

Figure 4. Plate fifty from Bernhard von

Tieschowitz, Das Chorgestühl des Kölner

Domes, Berlin: Deutschen Vereins für

Kunstwissenschaft 1930. # Bildarchiv Foto

Marburg.

Figure 5. Albert Renger-Patzsch, plate ten

from Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg,

Berlin: Auriga Verlag 1925. # 2011 Albert

Renger-Patzsch Archiv/Ann u. JürgenWilde,

Zülpich/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New

York.
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of forty-three photographs in Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg displays carved faces,

creatures, prophets, and beasts that adorn this sixteenth-century choir stall. The

series includes ornamental notches that change into humans or beasts, with a few

relief sculptures intervening here and there. Human figures and animals contort into

acrobatic positions. Beasts stretch their mouths and tongues underneath themselves,

and human figures strain to stretch feet to heads. Despite the wryness of the carvings,

the composition of the photographs in the book is repetitive, even formulaic. On

almost every page, the figure is anchored to a curved wooden railing that fixes each

small sculpture onto the larger form of the choir stalls. The repetition of this arched

line in the lower half of the photographs unites the objects as a uniform group.

The compositions of these two photographs are remarkably similar. Both

photographs present a carved figure attached to a wooden railing. The photographs

also exhibit a similarly stark contrast between the sharp focus on the ornamental

notch in the foreground and the blurriness of the background. The lighting, focus

and cropping emphasise the texture and intricate carving of the figures. Both

photographs are meant to be studied in relation to others in a visual sequence. On

page thirty-six of Renger’s Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg, we see two kneeling

figures; man and beast are linked at the arms and head (figure 6). As we turn to the

next page we see the reverse side of the same carving (figure 7). In this photographic

pairing, the recto and verso of the book’s page stand in for the two sides of the

sculpture. Das Chorgestühl des Kölner Domes also attempts to offer a thorough

inventory of viewing angles and details. Several pages show multiple views of the

same ornamental notch juxtaposed for formal comparison. Both books represent

choir stalls through the accumulation of details, and both suggest formal relation-

ships between images in sequence.

Das Chorgestühl des Kölner Domes was meant to be a substantial contribution to

art historical scholarship and to find its peers among publications by Hamann and

others on Gothic architecture. In contrast,Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg is a small

book printed on inexpensive paper and priced cheaply for a mass audience. Despite

these differences, both books feature photographs selected from archives. In 1921,

Renger was hired to work as one of several photographers for the archive of the

Folkwang Press, later known as the Auriga Press.24 Karl Ernst Osthaus, director of the

Folkwang Museum in Hagen, established this photographic archive in order to

reproduce works of art in the museum’s collection. The archive soon extended

beyond the collection of the museum and aimed to educate a broad audience

about art historical objects. Osthaus appointed Ernst Fuhrman director of the

Auriga Press and its photographic archive. Under Fuhrmann’s leadership, the

archive sought ambitiously to amass ‘all the art of the earth, no matter whether

concerned with aesthetic, architectural, sculptural or ritualistic forms. Each student,

each lecturer, and each researcher will find here extensive material united in one

collection’.25 As stated by Fuhrmann, the goals of the Auriga Press and its photo-

graphic archive were similar to those of Marburg: to provide an opportunity for

edification through a visual practice based on the sequencing and comparison of a

large quantity of photographs.

Photographs from the Auriga archive were sold to the public, and an advertise-

ment from 1921 makes it clear that both professional and amateur scholars were the

intended audience:

We would like to make all researchers and friends of the Orient aware that the
publisher owns a great number of original photographs from various research
expeditions to China, Korea, Japan, Siam, Java and Bali. Important for all
lecturers and docents!26

The Auriga Press intended to provide valuable research material to those who were

unable to travel to these exotic lands themselves. The educational purpose of the

photographic archive was coupled with an incessant focus on growth. The same

advertisement states: ‘For the expansion of our archive, we are taking suggestions

24 – See Rainer Stamm,Der Folkwang Verlag:

Auf dem Weg zu einem imaginären Museum,

Frankfurt am Main: Buchhändler-

Vereinigung 1999, 113.

25 – Fuhrmann, Folkwang-Heft 1922, quoted

in Stamm, Der Folkwang-Verlag, 109.

26 – ‘Orient-Archiv’, Folkwang, 1:1 (1921),

30.
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and donations that would increase our collection of photographs from the Orient’.27

The Auriga Press solicited photographic donations from its audience, but the

expansion of the archive was accomplished mostly through the work of its own

photographers. It also grew by buying collections of photographs from other pub-

lishing houses and archives. By 1923, the photographic archive contained around

forty thousand negatives, one of the biggest photographic collections at that time.28

Given the constant interest in growth and expansion, it is clear that the educational

goals of the Auriga Press depended on a voluminous photographic archive. By

striving to accrue a collection of ‘all the art of the earth’, the photographic archive

of the Auriga Press aspired to an encyclopaedic representation of the world’s cultures

and attempted to fulfil the goal of a world thoroughly documented and catalogued,

detail by detail.

Figure 6. Albert Renger-Patzsch, plate

thirty-six from Das Chorgestühl von

Kappenberg, Berlin: Auriga Verlag 1925.

# 2011 Albert Renger-Patzsch Archiv/Ann

u. Jürgen Wilde, Zülpich/Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

Figure 7. Albert Renger-Patzsch, plate

thirty-seven from Das Chorgestühl von

Kappenberg, Berlin: Auriga Verlag 1925.

# 2011 Albert Renger-Patzsch Archiv/Ann

u. Jürgen Wilde, Zülpich/Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

27 – Ibid.

28 – The publishing house moved from

Hagen to Darmstadt in 1922 and went

bankrupt in 1923. In the same year, Ernst

Furhmann founded the Auriga-Verlag,

which continued the publication activities of

the defunct Folkwang Verlag, including the

book series Kulturen der Erde. In the short

period between the end of the Folkwang

Verlag and the beginning of the Auriga

Verlag, the Georg Müller Verlag of Munich

took over the photographic archive and

published several books that were planned

for the Folkwang Verlag.
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Renger was one of many photographers employed by the Auriga Press.29 Unless

certain photographs in the archive were published later as part of photographic

books by Renger, or were published in illustrated magazines, newspapers, or photo-

graphy journals that credited the photographer, it is impossible to tell which photo-

graphs produced for the Auriga Press were taken by him. In 1936, Renger described

his earlier experience working for the publisher:

I accepted a position offered to me in a publishing house that owned a photo-
graphic department, and it was here that I learned – rather late – how to work
efficiently. [. . .] I tried to connect quantity to quality, something I was never
able to manage. The museums in which I worked for the publisher soon locked
their doors to us since, within a few weeks, the material which had for centuries
slumbered so peacefully in them had taken on the form of books which people
snatched out of our hands, but which, in the opinion of the guardians of these
public, state-owned treasures, were not desirable nourishment for intellectually
and artistically interested people.30

Renger’s comments about the disgruntled attitude of museums toward the repro-

duction of their collections in books imply that the Auriga Press was using photo-

graphy to introduce works of art and cultural artefacts to a mass audience. His

comment about trying to connect ‘quantity to quality’ also suggests a rift between the

expectations of quality in the realm of art and the emphasis on quantity in the

context of the archive. ‘Quality’, in Renger’s assessment, is aligned with artistic

creativity, which implies the acknowledgement of an individual artistic hand. The

allegiance to the objects to be documented within the photographic archive allows

little room for the individual photographer to leave his or her mark, hence the

difficulty in determining which photographs in the archive were actually taken by

Renger.31 An ‘artistic’ photograph, what Renger refers to and eventually dismisses as

‘quality’, was incompatible with the goals of the Auriga Press’s archive, which

demanded a clarity and devotion to the object.

Although he is not credited for most of his contributions, there are several

connections between photographs of the Auriga Press and the stylistic approach that

would eventually define Renger as a photographer-artist. For example, the ‘Head of a

Maori’, in plate eighteen in Neuseeland, volume thirty-three of Auriga’s book series

Kulturen der Erde (Cultures of the Earth), appears in Renger’s most famous photo-

graphic book,DieWelt ist schön (TheWorld is Beautiful) (figures 8, 9).32 In this book,

the head is photographed frontally and slightly from above, while the same head in

Neuseeland is shown from a lower angle. Nonetheless, the photographs have impor-

tant similarities that reveal a common approach to the object. The same even lighting

allows us to see the mummified head’s intricate carving, and the blank, grey back-

ground suspends the object in indeterminate space. The first twenty photographs of

Die Welt ist schön recall Renger’s contribution to a series of photographic books, Die

Welt der Pflanze (TheWorld of Plants), published by the Auriga Press.33 Although the

photographs in these books were published anonymously, many photographs by

Renger were used in the first two volumes, Orchideen and Crassula.34 In an issue of

the illustrated magazine Der Querschnitt from 1925, a photograph of a coiled snake,

one of the best known images from Die Welt ist schön, is credited to Fuhrmann

(figure 10).35 Such confusion concerning the proper author of the photograph

indicates that the style associated with Renger was initially born from the archive.

Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg was the last book Renger worked on for the

Auriga Press. However, this small volume was the first for which Renger was credited

for the photographs. It was intended to begin the book series Kunstwerke, in which

each volume would be dedicated to a single work of art, but no further volumes in

this series were published. Although scholars have paid little attention to its sig-

nificance for Renger’s career, the book defines an important transitional moment

between the archive and the development of Neue Sachlichkeit photography. The

photographs display the close cropping and sharp focus seen in the work of the

Marburg and Auriga archives, yet they are assigned to a photographic author,

29 – See Stamm, Der Folkwang-Verlag, 103–

12; and Wiebke von Hinden, Ernst

Fuhrmann: Fotoregisseur; Die

Pflanzenfotografien des Auriga-Archivs,

Zivilisationskritische Tendenzen in der

Fotografie der Neuen Sachlichkeit, Frankfurt

am Main: Peter Lang 2003, 17–38.

30 – Albert Renger-Patzsch, ‘Ich

photographiere’, Velhagen & Klasings

Monatshefte, 50:6 (1936), 666–7.

31 – My concession here to the

‘authorlessness’ of archival photographs

offers a different approach from scholars

who have focused on identifying

photographs by Renger in the archive. For

such a contribution, see von Hinden, Ernst

Fuhrmann.

32 – Ernst Fuhrmann,Neuseeland: Kultur der

Maori und ihr Zusammenhang mit Indien

und dem weiteren West, Friedrichssegen/

Lahn: Auriga Verlag 1931.

33 – For a detailed description of different

types of photographic compositions

represented in Die Welt der Pflanze, see von

Hinden, Ernst Fuhrmann, 85–9.

34 – Ernst Fuhrmann, Orchideen, Berlin:

Auriga Verlag 1923; and Ernst Fuhrmann,

Crassula, Berlin: Auriga Verlag 1924. Other

scholars have been more willing to

characterise Renger as the main contributor

to the volumes in the book seriesDieWelt der

Pflanze. Rainer Stamm states: ‘Stylistically

and through comparison with other

publications, it is clear that Albert Renger-

Patzsch played a decisive role in producing

the photographs for these first two bands,

and also the later volume Kakteen (1930)

contains more photographs that can be

proven to be taken by Renger’ (Stamm, Der

Folkwang Verlag, 124). Certainly, some

photographs can be documented as from

Renger, but Stamm does not provide

evidence for such claims. For example,

‘Catasetum tridentatum’ on page twenty-

one was printed to accompany Albert

Renger-Patzsch, ‘Das Photographieren von

Blüten’, Deutscher Camera-Almanach, 15

(1924), 104–12. There is no doubt that

Renger was responsible for a great number of

photographs of flowers in the Auriga archive.

However, it is impossible to account for the

authorship of every photograph in the

volumes of Die Welt der Pflanzen.

35 – The photograph appears as ‘Kopf einer

Natter’, Der Querschnitt, 5:8 (1925). The

photo appears between pages 704 and 705.

The credit-line appears as ‘Photo

Fuhrmann’. The portion of the Folkwang/

Auriga photographic archive that is now

housed in the Museum Folkwang in Essen

includes a print of this photograph dated

1926 (Inventory Number 1375/87).
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Figure 9. Albert Renger-Patzsch, ‘Head of a

Maori’, plate thirty-five from Die Welt ist

schön, Munich: Kurt Wolff Verlag 1928.

# 2011 Albert Renger-Patzsch Archiv/Ann

u. Jürgen Wilde, Zülpich/Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

Figure 8. ‘Mummified Head’, plate eighteen

from Ernst Fuhrmann, Neuseeland,

Friedrichssegen: Auriga Verlag 1933.

Figure 10. Albert Renger-Patzsch, ‘Head of a Viper’, plate twenty-seven from Die Welt ist schön, Munich: Kurt Wolff Verlag 1928. # 2011 Albert Renger-

Patzsch Archiv/Ann u. Jürgen Wilde, Zülpich/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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thereby suggesting stylistic ingenuity as much as documentary information. The

sequence of photographs in the book, which proceeds without captions or accom-

panying text, relates to the comparative visual practice that the Marburg archive

promoted. But Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg also strays from the scholarly func-

tion of photographs in the archive. The book’s photographic sequence offers no

indication of where the choir stall is located in the church or how many benches it

contains. Nor can we determine where the carved notches in the photographs appear

in relation to one another.Das Chorgestühl von Kappenberg does not enact a coherent

synthesis of details. Instead, the book presents a series of fractured parts. The twisting

and bending of the carved figures is captivating, trapping the viewer into a myopic

perspective that forsakes an understanding of the overall object. Encountering a

series of close-ups that enhance the remarkable beauty of these carved creatures,

viewers are likely to lose themselves in formalist appreciation. By ultimately disor-

ienting the viewer and succumbing to the visual pleasure of the close-up, Das

Chorgestühl von Kappenberg destabilises photography’s function as an instrument

of scholarship and education. We are left with a collection of visually compelling

close-ups that exemplifies what would be described asNeue Sachlichkeit photography

several years after the book’s publication.

From sachlich to Neue Sachlichkeit

Originally developed in the pre-war period, Sachlichkeit was a complex concept,

given subtle nuances by many important members of the German Werkbund, an

alliance of applied artists, architects, critics and businessmen.36 This group was

particularly interested in how architecture, design, and photography could better

serve the needs of modern society. Lotz and other Werkbund members describe in

Die Form, the journal of the Werkbund, a sachlich visual practice made possible by

photography that reveals underlying meaning and stylistic differences and simila-

rities. In an essay entitled ‘Einheit derWelt’ (‘World Unity’), Walter Riezler, editor of

Die Form, addresses photography’s potential to facilitate a visual investigation of

form. Staged as a conversation, Riezler and a ‘reader’ discuss a series of photographs

that accompany the essay. The first is a close-up of an orchid by Renger that

originally appeared in Orchideen.37 The enlarged blossom of the flower is presented

in sharp detail and suspended in front of a blurred background. The composition

invites careful study of the overlapping petals and the three-dimensional form that

they create. Eight more photographs by Renger follow, as well as one from the

Marburg archive of a sculpted angel from the portal of the Bamberg Cathedral.38

The nine pages of photographs construct a didactic photo-essay that exposes formal

similarities between natural, architectural, and mechanical objects. Most impor-

tantly, the series compels a comparative method of looking similar to the one

developed by the Marburg archive and praised by Lotz. For example, we see two

photographs, both by Renger, of the ribbed vaulting of the underside of a late Gothic

spiral staircase and the mechanical workings of a locomotive. The extraordinary

angle of the camera abstracts the ribs of the staircase into a complex network of lines,

thereby suggesting a comparison with the gears and shafts of the modern machine in

the photograph below (figure 11).

These formal comparisons are meant to reveal the intangible spirit of crafted

objects. Riezler guides the reader to an understanding of photography’s ability to

show the ‘inner efforts, the soulful vitality, the mutual power and will’ of architecture

and sculpture.39 The reader in Riezler’s conversation doubts that modern, industrial

objects could carry the same inner ‘perfection of type’ as a Gothic portal or Romanesque

arch. ‘Where technology begins, that is where the unity of all living things ends. [. . .]

How is it possible’, the reader asks, ‘that photographic ‘‘Art’’ could also grant these

dead, calculatedly sober objects a deceptive appearance of life?’40 Riezler responds that

the photographs accompanying the essay are not meant to deceive. Whether they

expose similarities or differences in form, the photographs are meant to reveal the

36 – See Frederic J. Schwartz, The Werkbund:

Design Theory and Mass Culture before the

First World War, New Haven and London:

Yale University Press 1996, 41–3. See also

Stanford Anderson, ‘Sachlichkeit and

Modernity, or Realist Architecture’, in Otto

Wagner: Reflections of the Raiment of

Modernity, Santa Monica: The Getty Center

for the History of Art and the Humanities

1993, 323–60; and Harry Francis Mallgrave,

‘From Realism to Sachlichkeit: The Polemics

of Architectural Modernity in the 1890s’, in

Otto Wagner, 281–321.

37 – The photograph is also included in

Renger-Patzsch, ‘Das Photographieren von

Blüten’, 104. In Orchideen and Deutscher-

Camera Almanach the photograph is printed

with the opposite end up than what is

printed in Die Form.

38 – Walter Riezler, ‘Einheit der Welt: Ein

Gespräch’, Die Form, 2:8 (1927), 236–48.

Credits for the photographs that appear in

the article are listed in Riezler, ‘Einheit der

Welt‘, 248. The captions for these images

were written by Wilhelm Lotz.

39 – Ibid., 246.

40 – Ibid., 246–7.
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true nature of the object and thereby teach the reader to ‘see better and differently’.41 In

fact, Riezler concludes that the staircase is a ‘creation of man’s inner sense of form’

rather than a product of ‘calculation’ like the locomotive’s mechanical parts.

Riezler’s use of photographs by Renger and the Marburg archive recalls an

important moment just one year earlier, when Andre� Breton and the Surrealists

published a photograph by Eugène Atget on the cover of the June issue of La

Re�volution Surre�aliste. In both cases, photographs from archives moved into the

realm of modernist avant-gardes and their publics. But in other ways, Riezler’s essay

in Die Form suggests a different model of interaction between photographic archives

and the avant-garde. As Molly Nesbit has explained, Atget made photographs to fulfil

the needs of a diverse clientele.42 He refused credit for the photograph the Surrealists

published in their journal, stating ‘These are simply documents I make’ and alluding to

his role as a producer of images that suited many needs. The inclusion of Atget’s

photograph in La Re�volution Surre�aliste did not announce his membership in the

Surrealist group, as his refusal to allow his name to appear in the journal confirms. In

Figure 11. Walter Riezler, ‘Einheit derWelt’,

Die Form, 2:8 (1927), 242. Photograph

courtesy of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin,

Stiftung Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin,

Germany/Art Resource, New York.

41 – Ibid., 247.

42 –Molly Nesbit,Atget’s Seven Albums, New

Haven and London: Yale University Press

1992. My understanding of Atget’s work and

the photographic archive more generally is

indebted to Nesbit’s work. See also Nesbit,

‘Photography, Art, and Modernity (1910–

1930)’, in A History of Photography: Social

and Cultural Perspectives, Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press 1987, 104–23.
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contrast, Renger and theMarburg archive are credited for their contribution (although

the individual photographers for the Marburg archive are not). While serving as the

archive’s founder and leader, Hamann was also a member of the Werkbund, which

suggests amore fluid transition of photographicmeaning from the files of theMarburg

archive to the pages ofDie Form. After all, Lotz not only praised the appearance of their

photographs but the ‘organizational accomplishments’ of the Marburg archive in

general. And Riezler’s discussion employs a comparative visual method similar to

the one facilitated by the Marburg and Auriga archives, as well as the close-ups and

dramatic angles of individual photographs. As members of the Werkbund, Lotz and

Riezler sought to apply a comparative method of art historical practice to an investiga-

tion of form and style in the modern world. This method is what Lotz and others

described as sachlich. More than a chance detail or subversive aspect of one particular

photograph, what interested them was an entire practice of visual investigation. They

sought to use photography to determine whether the modern world possessed an

underlying set of shared cultural traits. Under the chaos and incoherence of modern

imagery and mass-produced form, could some unity and liveliness be salvaged

through photography? Or rather, as Riezler asked, is modern technology ‘where the

unity of all living things ends’?

While discussions of sachlich photography appeared in the pages of Die Form,

elsewhere Renger’s photographs were described as a new photographic style. In an

essay from 1929, Kurt Wilhelm-Kästner writes:

One can speak of a ‘Neue Sachlichkeit’ here that is analogous to painting. [. . .] In
photography, Sachlichkeit expresses itself as a sharp reproduction of the object
through clear articulation and near isolation from surroundings and back-
ground, penetratingly even lighting, the banishment of as much shadow as
possible or its utilization as a strong outlining element, and above all, a clear,
distinct representation of objects with a clearly arranged formal structure.43

Wilhelm was one of the first to discuss Neue Sachlichkeit in its photographic form

and did so with the work of Renger and theMarburg Press in mind.44 But rather than

considering photography’s potential as a tool of visual analysis, he describes Neue

Sachlichkeit as an artistic style. Wilhelm was an art historian, and it therefore seems

fitting that he would discuss photography in terms of formal composition. He

establishes Neue Sachlichkeit as an artistic style by listing defining formal traits. By

associating it with the movement in painting, he encourages us to understand Neue

Sachlichkeit as a product of stylistic choices. However, the features that Wilhelm

assigns to Neue Sachlichkeit photography in order to establish it as a product of

artistic expression – the ‘sharp reproduction of the object through clear articulation

and near isolation from surroundings and background’ – were also discussed by

Hamann, Tieschowitz, and others at Marburg as what makes photography an

objective and useful document for the study of art historical objects. As an art

historian, Wilhelm was no stranger to the use of photographs as tools of analysis.

In 1924 he published with Richard Hamann Die Elizabethkirche zu Marburg und ihre

künstlerische Nachfolge (The Church of Saint Elizabeth in Marburg and its Artistic

Successors), a study of the building’s architecture that was heavily illustrated with

images from the Marburg archive.45 In 1929 Wilhelm published a similar work

entitled Das Münster in Essen (The Cathedral of Essen), which consisted of sixty-

seven pages of text followed by eighty-two photographs by Renger of the cathedral

and its reliquaries.46 Wilhelm sawNeue Sachlichkeit photography as a modern way of

seeing, but also as a style of artistic production.

Published in 1928, Die Welt ist schön is often referred to as the ‘Bible’ of Neue

Sachlichkeit photography.47 It is in large part a collection of photographs that Renger

made for various commercial clients and photographic archives. In a letter, Carl

Georg Heise, art historian and author of Die Welt ist schön’s introduction, described

the book as ‘one hundred photographs from the man’s various spheres of work’,

indicating that he considered it an anthology of Renger’s career. But produced as

43 – Kurt Wilhelm-Kästner, ‘Fotografie der

Gegenwart. Grundsätzliches zur Ausstellung

im Museum Folkwang Essen’,

Photographische Rundschau, 66 (1929), 93–4.

Wilhelm refers here to the exhibition ofNeue

Sachlichkeit painting organised by Gustav

Friedrich Hartlaub in 1925. See Gustav

Friedrich Hartlaub, Neue Sachlichkeit:

Deutsche Malerei seit dem Expressionismus,

Mannheim: Städliche Kunsthalle 1925. See

also Franz Roh, Nach-Expressionismus,

Magischer Realismus, Leipzig: Klinkhardt &

Biermann 1925.

44 – See also Wolfgang Born,

‘Photographische Weltanschauung’,

Photographische Rundschau, 66 (1929), 141–

2; and Walther Petry, ‘Bindung an die

Dinge’, Das Kunstblatt, 13:8 (1929), 246–50.

45 – Richard Hamann and Kurt Wilhelm-

Kästner, Die Elisabethkirche zu Marburg und

ihre künstlerische Nachfolge, 2 vols, Marburg:

Verlag des kunstgeschichtlichen Seminars

der Universität Marburg 1924, 1929.

46 – Kurt Wilhelm-Kästner, Das Münster in

Essen, Essen: Fredebeul & Koennen Verlag

1929. Wilhelm-Kästner credits Renger for

the photographs in this volume.

47 – For example, see Hilmar Frank, ‘Blick

auf Brechts ‘‘Kriegsfibel’’. Zur Asthetik der

Beziehung von Bild und Wort’, in Kunst und

Kunstkritik der dreissiger Jahre, Dresden:

Verlag der Kunst 1990, 211.
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functional documents, some photographs inDieWelt ist schön had never before been

associated with Renger’s name. As Virginia Heckert has shown, Heise was a zealous

promoter of Renger’s career, and Die Welt ist schön was meant, in part, to secure

Renger’s position as one of the best known photographers of the era.48 The book thus

attempts to unite this collection of one hundred photographs under a traditional

conception of authorship foreign to the conditions under which many of the images

were produced. As a retrospective between two covers, Die Welt ist schön asserts

Renger’s authorial voice and attempts to reveal a world unified through his percep-

tive camera. Like Wilhelm, Heise was eager to establish Neue Sachlichkeit photo-

graphy as an artistic style by comparing it with the movement in painting. In the

introduction to Die Welt ist schön, he writes: ‘It is no coincidence that these images

recall a famous painting from the circle of ’’New Objectivity’’ painters. The aesthetic

approach is here and there the same’.49 Rather than functioning within the com-

parative visual practices of archives, the pictorial conventions associated with Renger

and Neue Sachlichkeit are considered the product of artistic expression.

Debates on photography in the 1920s often positioned Neue Sachlichkeit’s

intense, even fetishistic, focus on the object as a counter-point to László Moholy-

Nagy’s New Vision and its attention to the potential effects of photographic technol-

ogy on the viewer.50 In this binary, Neue Sachlichkeit has little to do with modern

visual practices. Isolated from a system of comparison, Neue Sachlichkeit photogra-

phy no longer functioned as a method of analysis or participated in a process of

revealing underlying meaning. When it functioned in the archive, sachlich photo-

graphy promised to reveal the underlying unity of cultural objects. But assigned to a

particular author, Neue Sachlichkeit no longer seemed to have the potential to access

an object’s deeper cultural significance. Once this photographic approach was

separated from the archive, it became vulnerable to criticism of formal beautification

and socially vapid content. Neue Sachlichkeit became a style in the more problematic

sense of the term: superficial form detached from underlying meaning. In his famous

feuilleton ‘Little History of Photography’ from 1931, Walter Benjamin took Renger

to task for emptying the photographed object of substantial social meaning. ‘The

world is beautiful – that is the watchword’, he writes: ‘In it is unmasked the posture of

a photography that can endow any soup can with cosmic significance but cannot

grasp a single one of the human connections in which it exists’.51 For Benjamin,

Renger’s astonishing close-ups and mesmerising points of view did little to reveal the

social, technical, and cultural conditions of modern production. What Riezler and

Lotz explored as photography’s potential to reveal ‘the unity of all living things’ in

the modern age, Benjamin admonished as a dangerous intoxication with superficial

appearances. By the late 1930s, even Renger was putting distance between his work

and the Neue Sachlichkeit style, stating that ’today it almost means the opposite’ of a

devotion to the underlying features and cultural value of objects.52

The cases of the Marburg and Auriga archives suggest thatNeue Sachlichkeit had

a particularly instrumental and edifying purpose long before it became a modern

photographic style. In conclusion, I want to suggest what might have motivatedNeue

Sachlichkeit’s transition from its function as a tool of cultural study to its definition

as the product of a particular photographer-artist. The formulation of the Neue

Sachlichkeit style of photography coincided with a more general development of

artistic consciousness among photographers and critics in the late 1920s. At that

time, art historians like Heise and Wilhelm sought to incorporate recent develop-

ments in avant-garde photography into a history of art.53 In part, this required the

reconfiguration of photographic meaning in the terms of artistic authorship.54 By no

means a phantom author, Renger contributed actively to the establishment and

dissemination of his artistic approach. Yet so often his artistic statements recall the

original circumstances of his work in the photographic archive. ‘The eye orients itself

in the outside world not in a glance, but through a large number of images’, Renger

would later comment.55 Once a tool of visual study, Neue Sachlichkeit photography

provided a transition to a new impulse in artistic production.

48 – Virginia Heckert, ‘‘‘Ich werde dafür tun,

was irgend in meinen Kräften steht’’: Carl

Georg Heise and Albert Renger-Patzsch’, in

Die neue Sicht der Dinge: Carl Georg Heises

Lübecker Fotosammlung aus den 20er Jahren,

Hamburg and Lübeck: Kunsthalle Hamburg

and Museum für Kunst und

Kulturgeschichte der Hansestadt Lübeck

1995, 19–27.

49 – Carl Georg Heise, ‘Introduction’, in

Albert Renger-Patzsch, Die Welt ist schön,

Munich, Kurt Wolff Verlag 1928, 13.

50 – See Photography in the Modern Era:

European Documents and Critical Writing,

1913–1940, ed. Christopher Phillips, New

York: MetropolitanMuseum of Art 1989, 83.

This opposition was overstated in most

discussions of photography at this time. See

publications such as Ernö Kállai, ‘Bildhafte

Fotografie’, Das neue Frankfurt, 3 (1928),

42–9; and Das Deutsche Lichtbild, ed. Hans

Windisch, Berlin: Robert and Bruno Schultz

Verlag 1927. An alternative to this approach

is suggested by Michael Jennings in

‘Agriculture, Industry, and the Birth of the

Photo-Essay in the Late Weimar Republic’,

October, 93 (2000), 23–56.

51 – Walter Benjamin, ‘Little History of

Photography’, in Selected Writings, trans.

Edmund Jephcott and Kingsley Shorter,

Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, Harvard

University 1996, vol. 2, 507–30. Originally

published in Die literarische Welt

(September–October 1931).

52 – Albert Renger-Patzsch, Meister der

Kamera erzählen, ed. Wilhelm Schöppe,

Halle: Knapp 1937, 55.

53 – See Matthew S. Witkovsky, ‘Circa 1930:

Histoire de l’art et nouvelle photographie’,

Études photographiques 23 (2009), 116–38;

and Martin Gasser, ‘Histories of

Photography, 1839–1939’, History of

Photography, 16:1 (1992), 50–60.

54 – For example, Franz Roh, who trained as
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